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We consider a real potential q(x, t) which has compact support in space x E Iw* 
and it is “damped.” We study the solutions of u,, - du + q(x, I) u = 0 showing that 
under additional technical assumptions on q the scattering operator exists. Our 
proofs are elementary. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of the scattering operator for perturbed wave equations 
either by an obstacle or a potential has been intensively studied by many 
authors ([6], [lo], and the references cited there). However, cases in 
which the obstacle is allowed to move or change its shape or a potential 
varies also with time has received less attention that it should. Recently, 
J. Cooper and W. Strauss published several papers ([3], [4], [S]) where 
they extended Lax and Phillips’s theory [6] to the above time-dependent 
perturbation. In most of their results, the even dimensional (in space) case 
was not considered although it was conjectured ([9]) that results similar 
to theirs may be valid in this case. 
In this paper, we prove the existence of the scattering operator 
associated with the perturbed wave equation in the two-dimensional 
(space) case: Consider the wave equation 
u,, - Au + q(x, t) u = 0, 
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where x E Iw* and t E Iw. In (l.l), A denotes the Laplacian operator and u,, 
means the second order partial derivative of u in time. We shall give 
suitable assumptions on q which essentially say that the time dependence 
perturbation is damped, q z 0, qr 6 0, and q(x, t) = 0 for 1 x ( > M and all 
time t. After some technical lemmas in Section 2 we shall prove (in 
Section 3) the existence of the scattering operator S associated with (1.1) 
by using (essentially) Cook’s method [2]. 
Recent articles dealing with the scattering operator for wave equations 
with time-dependent perturbations, (see [l, 81) do not include the case 
n = 2 treated in this paper. In Cl, 83 the main tools were the Huygens prin- 
ciple for the free wave equation and the use of multipliers to prove that the 
total energy was bounded for all t 3 0. Neither of the above tools work in 
case n = 2: The Huygens principle is false and the multipliers give us a 
“wrong” sign to “the perturbation.” There is an additional difficulty which 
we’ll describe next: Consider the free wave equation 
v,, - Au = 0, (2.1) 
where XE [w’, t E Iw. The initial Cauchy data for (2.1) is v(x, 0) =fi(x) and 
v,(x, 0) =f2(x). The usual energy form for (2.1) is given by 
(3.1) 
Consider the completion with respect to )I /IX0 of pairs in C,“([w*) x 
CT([w2). Here CF(rW2) denotes the space of all C” functions defined in Iw* 
with compact support. The above completion contains data of the form 
f,(x) E Constant # 0, f*(x) = 0. Therefore, the usual approach via Lax- 
Phillips’ theory to prove existence of the wave operators and/or the 
scattering operator may encounter additional difficulties. Because of the 
above observation, we shall work in the Hilbert space X obtained as the 
completion of C,“([w2) x C,“([w2) with respect o 
(4.1) 
Our assumptions on q are quite restrictive but our proofs are elementary. 
We also studied the inverse scattering problem associated with (1.1) whose 
details will be the topic in a forthcoming paper. 
Before we conclude this intoduction let us describe our notations: 
Denote by Grad u the gradient of u with respect o space variables. Various 
positive constants will be denoted by C and they may vary from line to 
line. All functions considered in this work will be real-valued. By L!‘(Q) we 
denote the space (classes of) functions in Q whose pth power is integrable, 
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with the norm 11 f (1 $‘P(aj = D j (fjPdx(16P<co).ByLoc(Q)wedenotethe 
space of measurable essentially bounded functions in Q with the norm 
Ilfll Lm(nj = ess, sup ) f (x)1. For any positive integer k and 16 s < cc we 
consider the Sobolev space I@‘(O) of (classes of) functions in L”(Q) which 
together with their partial derivatives up to order k belong to L”(Q). The 
norm in I@~“(Q) will be denoted by I( 11 wk,J(nj. In case s = 2 we shall write 
Hk(Q) instead of Wk’2(Q). If X is a Banach space and 1 <p < co we denote 
by Lp(R; X) the space of measurable vector-valued functions U: R -+ X, 
such that 11 u(t)jj X~ L”(R). We denote by C(R; X) the space of continuous 
functions U: IR + X. By a solution of ( 1.1) we mean a distribution 
u(x, t) E 9’(R2 x I&!) such that (u, u,) = U(t, s) f E C(R; X) whenever f~ X 
and U( t, s)f satisfies 
U(l,.s)f=(/O(f-s)f+l’UO(f-r)Q(r) U(r,s)fdr, 
4 
where 
QQ)=(Oq,., f) ; and 1 WOI 
denote the free group of operators associated with (2.1). The two 
parameter family of evolution operators U(t, s) : X + X for s, t E R are 
called the propagators. 
2. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
Let q = q(x, t) : R2 x R + R be a real-valued continuous function satisfying 
the following assumptions: 
(a) There exists A4 > 0 such that, for each time t 
4(x, t)=O if JxlZM 
(b) qE L’(R; H’(R’)). 
Let u be a solution of (1.1) with initial data at time t = 0 in the space X 
defined in Section 1, then 
0 u EC(R;X) ut 
and we can write 
u(x, t) = oT(x, t) + PTz4(x, t), (1.2) 
409!148/1-IO 
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where 
P’u(x,t)= -(27cP’J”f~~ [(t-s)*-1 y-x1*]~“*q(y,s)u(y,s)dyds. 
T R 
(2.2) 
HereQ={yER’, ly-xl,<lt-sl},and v’denotes thesolutionofthe 
free wave equation (2.1) with the same initial data as u at time t = T. An 
(essentially) equivalent form, but sometimes more convenient, is to rewrite 
(1.2) as 
where { UJt)} denotes the free group of operators associated with (2.1) 
and 
Obviously, the first component of the pair 
coincides with P’u(x, t) given by (2.2). We shall be interested in solutions 
u of (1.1) such that supIER E(t)< +co, where 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 1.2. Let q satisfy assumptions (a) and (b) given above and 
u( ‘, t) E H,‘,,( R*) ,for each time t, then 
11-2 
II 44.9 f)ll L2(R2) d Wt) j [IuJ*+IGradu[*]dx , 
1XIG.M > 
where 
Proof: Clearly qu E FV1,‘(R2) for each r. Sobolev’s inequality implies 
that qu E L*( R2) for each t and 
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IIP(., t)llL2(,X,<M) 
d C II Grad.&u)ll Lw) 
> 
112 
<c IId., f)llHl(,X,GM) [ (U12f IGradul’] dx , Ixl<M 
where we use HBlder’s inequality. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let q satisfy assumptions (a) and (b) given above and let 
u(x, t) such that 
0 u E C(R; X)Ut 
and for each time t, E(t) < + CO, where E(t) is given by (4.2). Then, for each 
number T we have 
where a(s) is as in Lemma 1.2 and C is a positive constant. 
ProoJ First, let us estimate 
because U,(t) keeps invariant the form (3.1). Now, we use Lemma 1.2 to 
obtain that 
Next, let us estimate /I P=u( ., t)ll L2c,x, GMj. Clearly, we have that 
c@~)-‘[~~j [(t-s)2-I~)2J-1’211(q~)(.+z,s)lIL2~,,,~~M)dzds, 
T R 
(6.2) 
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where Q = {z E R*, 1 z 1 d 1 t-s I}. Since for each t we have that supp q c 
{ ( x) < M}, then for any z E R* the inequality 
s q2(x + z, s) 22(x + z, s) dx 6 f ,), <.~ q*LK 3) U2(Y, s) 4 (7.2) IXICM ’ . 
holds and the left-hand side of (7.2) is equal to zero if I z I 2 2M. Thus, from 
(6.2) it follows that 
G(2n)-1j”;jjQ, [(t-s)2-IZ121-1’2 II(qu)(.,s)llLZ(,x,~M) dzds, (8.2) 
where Qi = {z E R*, I z I 6 I t - s I, (z ( 6 2M). Using Lemma 1.2 in (8.2) we 
deduce that 
112 
<C [lu12+(Gradu12]dx 
Ix < M 
X [(t-s)*-~z~2]-"*dzds, (9.2) 
It remains to estimate Z= s s [(t-s)*- (z12]-“*dz. We have two cases: Q, 
(a) If It --sI <2M. Here Q, = {ZE R2, IzI < /t --$I}. We use polar 
coordinates to obtain 
r[ (t - s)* - r*] ~ ‘/*dr=2n It--.sJ <47cM. (10.2) 
(b) If It-s1>2M. Here Q,=(~E[W’, IzI,<2M}. Again we use 
polar coordinates to obtain 
Z=/2M[r r[(t-s)*-r’]-“*drdO=27t ~t-s~-((t-s)2-44M2)‘~2 
0 --H 
=87rM2[Jt-,s/ + [(~-s)*-~M~-J”~]-‘<~M~ It-sI-‘<4&. 
(11.2) 
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From (8.2), (10.2), and (11.2) we obtain 
which, together with (5.2), proves Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let q and u as in Lemma 2.2 and let v the solution of the 
free wave equation (2.1) such that v has the same initial data as u at time 
t = 0. Zf 
then 
0 
u EL”(kQX) 
ur 
and 
Proof. We use (1.2) with T= 0 with the notation v = v” and Pu = P’u, 
thus u=u+Pu and u,=v,+(Pu),. Using the triangle inequality and 
Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
Next, we use Gronwall’s inequality to obtain 
which proves Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let q: R2 x R -+ R be a real-valued function such that 
q E C’(R; L2( R2)) n L”( R; L2( R2)). Furthermore, assume that there exist 
M> 0 such that for any time t, q(x, t) = 0 if Ix ( 2 M, qt < 0 and q >, 0. Let 
u be a solution of (3.2) with initial data at t = s belonging to X, then for any 
t>s we have 
where C depends on q (but not on s or t). 
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Proof: We give only a formal sketch of the proof which can be made 
rigorous by using appropriate smoothing operators. Multiply Eq. (1.1) by 
U, and integrate in the whole space to obtain 
= 2 lR2 qr(x, t) u* dx < 0. 
Therefore, 
5 e(u)(x, t) dx d s e(u)(x, ~1 dx (12.2) RZ ua= 
for any t > s, where e(u)(x, t) = U: + ( Grad u 1 2 + q(x, t) u2. Recall Sobolev’s 
inequality: 
II h II L4cw~j < C II Grad h II ~~:::w~~ II h II 2/:(w~j. (13.2) 
Let us choose 4 E C,“([w’) such that b(x) = 1 if (xl <AI, d(x) = 0 if 
1x1 >M+ 1, and O<b< 1. Taking h = d(x) u(x, t) it follows that 
IId.> t)llP,.r,GM) ~Cd(/IGrad.~ll.~~,.~,.,+,, 
+ II4.> t)lIL~(,I,CM+l)). (14.2) 
Clearly we can write (for x = ro, 0 E S’, Y 3 0) 
u(rw, t) = u(sw, t) + 1,; $ (Au, t) dA 
= ~($0, t) + J’ Grad u(Ro, t) .w dl. 
s 
By Schwarz and Holder’s inequalities we deduce that for any 0 <s < r we 
have 
lu(sw, t)12+ Logf Jr,? IGradu(lw,r)‘di.).(15.2) 
I I F 
Multiply (15.2) by s and integrate for (s, o) E (0, M) x S’ to obtain 
4 I dro, t)l 2 ds, Iwl=l 
il( I
2 
,<Const((Logr(+l) ’ , 
u, x 
(16.2) 
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It follows from (16.2) that u is locally L2. Furthermore we have the 
estimate 
d (17.2) 
IrlSM 
because of (16.2). Returning to (12.2) we obtain, using Holder’s inequality, 
(14.2) and (17.2) 
1 e(u)(x, t) dx < 5 [u:(x, s) + IGrad u(x, s)l’] dx R2 w2 
+ llq(.,.~)llL2(,r,~M) II~(.,.~)/I2L4(,,,~M) 
;I( );I 
2 
G Const II 4 II LI(R; L2) z, x 
which proves Lemma 4.2 because q >, 0. 
3. THE SCATTERING OPERATOR 
LEMMA 1.3. Let q and u as in Lemma 2.2 such that (E,) is a solution of 
(3.2). Then, the limits (in X) 
Lim 
T’- f& (( i 
u”, (.> t)- udt- TJ(;$)) 
exist (uniformly in t). 
ProofI It is enough to prove Lemma 1.3 when u has smooth initial data 
.with compact support at t = 0. Let u(x, t) be the solution of the free wave 
equation which has the same initial data as u at time t = 0. Using Kirchoff’s 
formula if is clear that (,“,) E L”( [w; X). 
Let T, < T, and denote by 
z,(t) =0 ’ (t)- udt- Tj) ,j= 1, 2. u, 
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Using (3.2) it follows that 
II.7 
[u2+ [Grad ul’] dx 
IXIGM 
(1.3) 
because of Lemma 3.2. Let us denote with [Z,(t)], the first component of 
the pair Z,(t). Now, let us estimate the L2( 1 XI <M) - norm of 
CZ,(t) - 122(t)] 1 
II Cz,(t)-zz(t)llllL2(,\.I~M) 
- s 
= IlPT’~-PT2~IILZ(,,,~M), (2.3) 
where Pru is given by (2.2). Now, if we proceed like in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2 we obtain from (2.3) that 
lIpT’~-PT*~IIL~(,.,~M) 
(3.3) 
where we used Lemma 3.2. Finally adding inequalities (1.3) and (3.3) and 
using Cauchy’s criterion we complete the proof of Lemma 1.3. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let q and u as in Lemma 1.3, then the limits (in X) 
Lim U,(t - T) ’ 
T+ja 0 ur (., T)exist 
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(uniformly in t). The first component of Lim., + ~ u,(t - T)( l,)(T) is 
denoted by u*(t). 
Proof. Using (3.2) we have that 
Let T, < T,, from (4.3) it follows that 
u&t-T,) ’ 0 u, t.2 T,)- u,(t-T,) (“)h Tz)= -j; u,(t-s) Q (;)(9) ds. u, 
Similar calculations as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 give us 
,cIl(~~li~~,,:.,~~~(s)ds 
which proves Lemma 2.3 since a(s) = )I q( ., s)lj ,,I(,,~, GMj E L’(R). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let q and u as in Lemma 1.3 then 
(a) Lim,+,, ll(uu()(.2 t)-((,“:,,)(., t) lx=0 
and 
(b) u + and u _ are “free solutions” of the wave equation. Here u + and 
up were defined in Lemma 2.3. 
Proof: (a) Let us prove the claim for u, . Similar discussion works for 
up. Using (3.2) and Lemma 2.3 we know that 
Similar estimates as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 give us 
Letting t + + CC we conclude the proof of item (a). 
(b) Again, let us prove for u, . We denote with P+u the function 
given by (2.2) with T= + no. Apply the differential operator d/dt - A, to 
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both sides of (5.3) (here A, denotes the generator of the free group) to 
obtain 
where 
A,= 
and U(t, S) denotes the propagator associated to (1.1) defined as 
where 
An easy calculation shows that 
(f-Ao)(,i;,,)=( -,:., t,) 
which is equal to Q(t) U(t, O)f; therefore, from (6.3) it follows that 
which proves item (b). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let q satisfy all assumptions of Lemma 4.2 and 
qE L’(R; H’(R2)). Then, for any initial data f- E X0, there exists a unique 
solution u of (1.1) and a unique element f + E X0 such that 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.3 for smooth data f- E X,,. 
Denote by U,(t) f the corresponding free solution and let us define 
as the solution in C(R; X) of 
(~~)(t)=l/o(t)f~+1:~o(t-~)Q(::)(i)ds. 
I I 
(7.3) 
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Let -cc < T, < T2 then 
Using the triangle inequality, Lemma 3.2, and similar calculations as in 
Lemma 1.3 we obtain 
(8.3) 
where CC T,, T,) = C II ( (,?I,,! II Lz(R; xj jz 4s) d. 
Observe that C( T,, T,) + 0 as T2 --f - cc (so T, -+ - co). Using 
Gronwall’s inequality in (8.3) it follows that 
as T,, T, --f - co. We conclude that 
is a Cauchy sequence in X; therefore there exists an element in X which we 
denote by (z,) such that 
TImm(tJ=(z,)inX, uniformlyint. 
Now. we claim that 
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as T -+ - 00, in X, uniformly in t. In fact, let 
Then 
Each term on the right-hand side of (10.3) approaches to zero as T -+ - co. 
Similarly, we estimate (1 [J(t, T)], /( L~c,,y, $ Mj 
1 
0 
1 
0 
as T-+ - ~0. Now, (9.3) and our previous discussion show that we found 
u such that 
u 0 (t) = U(Jt)f- + j, r U,(l- s) e (;,) (3) dx (11.3) U, 
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Clearly (,“,) is a solution of (1.1) and satisfies the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 1.3 we know that there existsf, EX~ such that 
llUo(t)f+- z, +O as t++cc 
( I X 
remains to show uniqueness. Suppose there exists another pair v and g, 
coming from the same up. The triangle inequality implies that for any s we 
have 
+ (12.3) 
Letting s --f - co in (12.3) we obtain 
Since u - v is a solution of (1.1) we use Lemma 4.2 to deduce that 
for any t B s. Letting s + - co in (13.3) we conclude that u = v. Since U,(t) 
keeps invariant the energy form for (2.1) we obtain 
Ilf, -g+ /1x0= IIvcdt)f+ - Uo(t)g+ 11x0 
6 IK > u”, c.9 t)- Uo(t)f+ ;)  ii(;,)c, t)- Uo(t)g+ 11 (14.3) x X 
because u = v. Letting t + + 00 in (14.3) we conclude that f, = g, , which 
proves the theorem. 
Now given q as in Theorem 2.3 and f _ E X0, let us define the scattering 
operator associated with Eq. (1.1) as the map S: X0 -+ X0, given by 
SK ) =f+ 
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